
Connecting With the 
Sunday Readings

Let’s just continue this thought about unity, as we grow closer together in 
love with friends and family. Some social commentators have all but written 
off the family as a viable social arrangement. They point to family discord, 
abuse and neglect as “the way it is.” Attempts to grow family unity are viewed 
by these cynics as pipe dreams or as not worth even trying to accomplish.

Our faith moves us in the opposite direction. God desires unity among us. 
That’s clear in the words of Jesus in this Sunday’s Gospel reading. He himself 
was always working to bring people together. He embraced everyone he met, 
even those the culture labeled as misfits or simply bad people. He broke so-
cial barriers time after time. He was bent on drawing people closer together. 
In a sense, his arms wrapped around the whole of God’s world. 

The distance from alienation and separation to oneness and unity is im-
mense. But if any journey is worth our effort, it’s this one. And it starts with 
us. It is a cop out to demand that others start this process of becoming closer 
in mind and heart. It begins with each one’s efforts. We must remember that 
everything we do, no matter how small, counts! And again, start at home and 
let it spill over to the far ends of the universe!

-by David Thomas, PhD, Co-Director, The Bethany Family Institute

Living the 
Word

In January we pray that “all be one” 
in Christian unity. Unfortunately, it 
has not always been such a priority. 
Christians haven’t always shown love 
for each other. In fact, there were times 
when Christians tried to eradicate one 
another! 

The Gospel tells that Jesus came to 
unite us with each other and with the 
God who created us. Since unity is 
so precious and hard to achieve, it is 
important to take steps to reach it. We 
can start with those we live, work and 
play with!

Prayer
Jesus, I echo your prayer that all of us 

be one. Amen.

Seventh Sunday of Easter    
           

Gospel Word
John 17:1-11a
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